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Cry baby bridge sc

Rating: 84878 {0}% No votes cast This bridge is a notable tourist attraction noted for allegedly pursuing. There must have been reports of a crying baby being heard on the bridge and reports of sightings of a woman walking back and forth on the bridge looking for her lost child. ReviewKamelbeck across the rafter bridge
over the Rocky River at the Old High Kosiak Alignment Path LocationAnderson, Anderson County, South CarolinaStatusAbandoned HistoryBuilt in 1919 in Virginia, moved to its present 1952 site, abandoned 1987 DesignContinuous 2-span Camel through rafters Dimensions Length of largest span: 90.0 feet. Total length:
180.0 ft. Deck width: 17.0 feet. Also calledOld High Shoals Road Bridge Approximate latitude, longitude +34.44708, -82.60227 (decimal degrees)34°26'49 N, 82°36'08 W (degrees°minutes) Approximate coordinates of UTM17/352806/3812893 (zone/east/north)Inventory numberBH 84878 (Bridgehunter.com ID)
Categories Update History April 2, 2019: New Street View added by Daniel April 2, 2019: Added by Matt Laurie Sources Comments Nickname, given to some bridges This article may need to be rewritten to meet Wikipedia quality standards. You can help. The talk page may contain suggestions. 2017-07-07. This article
may contain unsprovoked forecasts, speculative materials, or event accounts that may not occur. The information should be reliable and based on reliable published sources. Please help improve it by removing unspeapent speculative content. 2017-07-07. (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Crybaby
Bridge is a nickname given to some bridges in the United States. The name often reflects the urban legend of what the baby's sound can be, or was, heard from the bridge. Many are also accompanied by an urban legend relating to a child or a young child/children of Virginia There is the alleged Crybaby Bridge in
Blackstone, Virginia. The story goes that some of the children died around the bridge (the accounts vary depending on whether their deaths were accidental or intentional), and that at night their screams can be heard and the woman can be seen walking along the edge of the forest. Other phenomena reported include
traces and feelings of an evil presence. It is also alleged that if a car was stopped on the bridge and children's powder is poured on the bonnet, children's traces may appear in the powder. [2] The Kentucky Bridge on The Sleepy Road near the border between Jefferson and Oldham counties in Kentucky was known as
Crybaby Bridge. Mothers reportedly throw their unwanted, sick or deformed children off the bridge to drown in the water, and their crying can still be heard there. The original bridge was replaced with a new one made of steel and concrete. The bridge is one of several rumors about locations along Sleepy The
Gunpowding [3] Ohio Rogue is a blank one of the many alleged crybaby crybaby located near Doylestown, Ohio, in an area known as Rogue's Hollow. This bridge is located on Galehaus Road, between Rogue Holloway Road and Hametown Road. The bridge covers Silver Creek. Deep in Rogue Hollow, this road used
to lead from the bottom of hollow (Hametown Rd.) to the top (Rogue Hollow Rd.). The bridge is only available from Hametown Rd. from October to May because the steep part of the road is seasonally closed to prevent accidents. The bridge is the property of the urogeous Rogue Historical Society, which also owns the
nearby Chidester Mill. [4] [5] Map: 40°56′28N 81°40′31W / 40.94111°N 81.67528°W / 40.94111; -81.67528 The Screaming Maud Hughes Road Maud Hughes Road bridge is located in Liberty Township, Butler County, Ohio. He is believed to have been the scene of many horrific accidents and suicides. Railroad tracks
lie 25ft below the bridge and at least 36 people are said to have been dead on or around maud Hughes road bridge. Ghost figures, fogs and lights were reported, as well as black hooded figures and a phantom train. Legend has it that a car carrying a man and a woman got stuck on top of a bridge. The man went out to
get help while the girl stayed. When the man returned, the girl hanged herself on the bridge over the tracks. The man then allegedly died with un ascertained reasons. To this day, many people reported hearing ghost conversations, then the woman's scream followed by her husband's cry. The second story is that the
woman was chased down the road, and when she got to the bridge, she didn't know the area and thought there was a river underneath, so she jumped over the bridge, and when she saw that the railroad tracks were screaming right up until she died. They say that to this day on certain nights you can still hear her
screams. Another popular and typical Crybaby Bridge story says a woman once threw her child off a bridge and hanged herself afterwards. [6] Map: 39°23′40N 84°24′38w / 39.394551°N 84.410427°W / 39.394551; -84.410427 Egypt Road, Salem Kribabi Bridge near Egyptian Road Although the bridge is near Egyptian
Road near Salem, Ohio, it's actually on what used to be West Pine Lake Rd., which is now dead-end east of the bridge. Legends attributed the crying child to someone who fell and accidentally drowned. It is also rumoured that there is a cult of some kind in the forest surrounding the bridge. In 2010, there was a murder of
an elderly woman who was found strangled to death and burned just near the bridge. The closed road remains a food to high-voltage power lines. [4] It is said that the screams of the child are heard at night or during the day. Map: 40°55′47P 80°49′48SH / 40.929744°N 80.829978°W / 40.929744; -80.829978 Wisner Road
This krybaby bridge is located in the area of melon heads. The bridge is located on Nisner Road in Chardon, Heyuga County, Ohio, north of Kirtland Chardon Rd. A large section of road is constantly blocked; bridge lies directly in front of the southern end of the closed area. [4] Maryland in Strange Maryland: Your guide
to maryland's local legends and best kept secrets, authors Matt Lake, Mark Moran, and Mark Skerman include three first-person stories about the Cribby Bridge experience in Maryland. The locations mentioned are the Bridge governor's bridge, one on Lottsford Vista Road and a third indefinite, but may have described
the Lottsford Vista Road Bridge as well. Recent narratives mention the alleged sataine churches near the bridge and Kozlov's appearance. Texas De Kalb's Crybaby Bridge, or Spook Bridge, located about 2,500 miles west of Techarkan, runs through District Road 4130, located 3 miles south of De Kalb, Texas. Legend
has it that the mother behind the wheel of the car plunged into the creek and the toddler drowned in freezing waters. [9] Lufkin Jack Creek, a stream west of Lufkin, Texas, has been known as Cry Baby Creek for years, allegedly because a woman and child died when their cars drove off a wooden bridge and fell into a
steep creek. Annette Sawyer, from Lufkin, said visitors who come to the site at night claim to have heard sounds of children's wailing. One visitor allegedly found a fingerprint of the child's hand on her car window after returning from the bridge. [10] Port Neches' Sarah Jane Bridge on Eastern Port Avenue Neches in Port
Neches, Texas, is said to be a bridge from which a child of the same name was thrown into alligator-infested water by a man who killed the child's mother. Sarah Jane is said to be heard crying out of the water as one stands on a bridge on hot summer nights. The child's mother, a headless ghost wandering through a
forest nearby, can also be heard whispering to Sarah Jane as she searches the forest with a lantern. The legendary Sarah Jane is Sarah Jane Block, who has not lost children and lived to 99 years. [11] [12] Utah Locals from the small town of Bear River City, Utah, claim that years ago, a mother drove off a bridge with
her two children in a car, killing all three of them. They say that sharpening the horn three times will trigger a response from ghostly children. Some claim to have heard the baby's voice saying, Don't do it, Mom! [13] Controversy In 1999, Maryland folklorist Jesse Glass presented a case against several krybabi bridges
that were real folklore, claiming that they were instead of a fake that deliberately swapped over the Internet. According to Glass, nearly identical stories of the Krybaby Bridges in Maryland and Ohio began appearing online in 1999, but they could not be confirmed because of local oral history or media. Among Glass's
examples was the history of the bridge located in Maryland, which concerned the murder of fleeing slaves and African American children. It is located specifically on Rockland Road, near Uniontown Road outside the City of Westminster, projected past Rt. 31. In the 1800s the story took place, unwanted black children
were drowned being dumped from this bridge. Regional newspapers such as the American Sentinel and the Democratic Advocate, which typically covered racially motivated period killings, make no mention of the events described online. Still, in their book Weird U.S.: Your Travel Guide to America's Local Legends and



Best Kept Secrets authors Mark Moran and Mark Skerman link the story of the alleged Krybabi Bridge on Lottsford Vista Road between Bowie and Upper Marlboro, arguing that the bridge made believers out of many skeptics. [15] The text included from their informant makes no mention of fugitive slaves, but repeats a
familiar component of the following legends: birth outside the seal. See also Overtoun Bridge Links ^ Crybaby Bridge. Mark Moran and Mark Skerman (2006). Weird Georgia. Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. ISBN 978-1-4027-3388-8. In the 1990s, the 1990s and 1990s were www.deadohio.com. ^ Hollow Rogue Historical
Society; Link Map to the mill refers to the bridge; the road and creek are seen in the chidester hill photo. The 2008-2008 2008 1944 www.salemnews.net. Archived from the original on 2013-02-22. Retrieved 2012-12-02. ^ Matt Lake, Mark Moran and Mark Skerman: Strange Maryland: Your Guide to Local Maryland
Legends and Best Kept Secrets Page 178 Sterling Publishing Company, Inc., ISBN 1-4027-3906-0 Access via Google Books August 17, 2008 ^ Bowman, Bob. In 2008, Texas www.texasescapes.com 2008. Retrieved 23 February 2020. In the 1990s yu Sights and attractions of Lufkin. Best of East Texas. Cunningham,
Karl (1998-10-28). In 2008, the Chronicle of the Middle District. Retrieved May 06, 2009. Sanders, Ashley (2007-10-30). The 2008 Port Arthur News. Retrieved May 06, 2009. The 2008 2008 2008 Hauntin.gs Hauntin.gs. Archived from the original on 2013-07-17. Retrieved 2012-05-27. Slavery in 19th-century Carroll
County, Maryland. Onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu. 2013-10-25. Retrieved August 27, 2019. In the 1990s Yu Sferman, p.22^ travelcreepster.com. www.travelcreepster.com. Mark Moran and Mark Skerman (2004). Weird USA: Your guide to america's local legends and best kept secrets. Barnes and Noble. The 1990s were
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